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What people are asking us most is “How much further can this market continue going up?” The S&P 

500 was up 7.71% in the 3rd quarter and up 10.56% year to date. The DJIA has turned positive for 

the year, up 9.01%, after lagging in previous quarters, as large multinational industrials performed 

better. The tech heavy Nasdaq index has pulled back some in the 3rd quarter, but it is still up 

16.56% for the year. And the 10 year Treasury yield has traded back up to 3.06%, but has been 

range bound between 2.72% and 3.11% this year. Brent crude has hit a four year high of $82. 

Issues affecting the market during the 3rd quarter were not vastly different than the previous 

quarters of 2018. Talk concerning trade and tariffs continue, communication with North Korea is on-

going, Brexit talks may have stalled lately but are still in the middle of negotiations, drama continues 

to permeate our current administration, and the Fed has made its third rate hike. However, the U.S 

economy continues to hum along with companies reporting strong earnings, low unemployment, 

and continued consumer confidence. The tax cuts for individuals and corporations, as well as 

business deregulation, could have legs to help fuel a strong U.S. economy for a longer period of 

time in contrast to the one-time tax credits that previous Presidents have issued. 

It has been 10 years since the worst financial crisis since the Great Crash of 1929. The Federal 

Reserve, as well as the European Central Bank and the Bank of Japan, are all in the midst of 

reversing their injection of liquidity. As the Fed shrinks its balance sheet and raises rates, the biggest 

fear is that it raises rates too quickly which could cause inflation and trigger a recession. But so far 

the data doesn’t support it. The core Consumer Price Index (CPI) inflation rate was down to 2.2% in 

August and has remained in a range of 1.6% to 2.4%. Any upward pressure on the Producer Price 

Index (PPI) finished goods inflation rate can be attributed to the surge in the price of oil. We 

continue to monitor these numbers, and others, for any change that could signal that the 

economy—and the stock market—could slow, but for now, it is steady as she goes. 

Thank you for your confidence in us, and please let us know if you have any comments or 

questions. We look forward to meeting in person or by phone. 
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